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“...earthquake is supposed to be a natural disaster, but it’s not natural. 
It’s a one man-made disaster, because people are not killed by earthquakes. 
People are killed by the collapse of the building, 
so that is our responsibility as architects...”
Shigeru Ban, Pritzker Architecture Prize, acceptance speech
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L6BEN linear structural element (Diana)
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§  1.1 Research motivation
§  1.1.1 Smart integration of damping devices in tall buildings 


































































al., 2013; Chang et al., 2013; Deng et al., 2013; Gamaliel, 2008; Kim and Kang, 2017; 



















































§  1.3.1 Main research question
To which extent is it possible to reduce the level of damage in a tall building subjected 
to strong earthquake motion, if equipped with damped outriggers?
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§  1.4.2 Less is more: integration is understood as obtaining 














§  1.4.3 Tall buildings under strong earthquakes
Tall building is a slippery definition. According to the Council of Tall Buildings and 
Urban Habitat2, a tall building is considered as such when it features relevant height 
relative to the context, slender proportions, or embraces technologies relevant to tall 
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§  1.5 Approach and methodology
§  1.5.1 Dissipation of seismic energy in tall buildings 






























































E E E E E EK D dampers S H I+ + + + =   (1.1)
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State-of-the-art  in 




















Integrated discussion on 
the seismic energy-based 










































































































































Moment in core without
outrigger bracing
















































§  2.4 The damped outrigger concept

























friction, visco-elastic (Ahn et al., 2008), hysteresis (Deng et al., 2013; Ying Zhou et 

















































control (Asai et al., 2013; Chang et al., 2013; Deng et al., 2013; Gamaliel, 2008; Kim 
and Kang, 2017; O’Neill, 2006; Wang et al., 2010; Ying Zhou and Li, 2013; Ying Zhou 





















systems (Yi et al., 2001). Chang et al. (2013) verified the efficacy of semiactive damped 
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FIGURE 2.12  Cantilever beam with damped outriggers. Adapted from Chen et al. (2010)
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FIGURE 2.13  (a) simplified model and (b) general rotational stiffness model. Adapted from Tan et al. (2014)
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The general rotational spring model proposed in the aforementioned study was 
combined with dynamic stiffness method for application to multiple damped 
























































































‘The reason is that the racking shear stiffness of K-bracing assumes the inclusion of 
the beam stiffness. This comes from the generally accepted basic analytical model for 
bracing segments where the shear force at story level is split equally between the two 
nodes at the top of the columns. This causes axial forces in the beams with K-bracing. 
For the analysis of X-braced segments the forces go directly into the diagonals. 
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That’s why the cross-sectional area of the floor beam is omitted in the equation for its 
racking shear stiffness.’ 11

















































































































































































































































mx cx ft s + + = 0   (3.1)
mx cx f mxs g  + + = −   (3.2)
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(b) Equivalent ﬁxed-base system(a)  Moving base system
FIGURE 3.1  Analytical model of a SDOF system subjected to ground motion. Adapted from Uang and Bertero 
(1990)



















§  3.3.2 Derivation of relative energy equation
Integrating Eq. 3.2 w.r.t displacement x, yields
m x













§  3.4 Relative energy balance equation of a MDOF system








velocity. Hence, as expressed by Bruneau and Wang (1996) ‘the relative kinetic energy 
















where the authors concluded that ‘the use of an “absolute” energy equation rather 






















§  3.4.2 Derivation of relative energy balance equation for a MDOF system
The equation governing dynamic response of a multi-degree of freedom (MDOF) 
system, such as a tall building, can take the form
Mx Cx Kx M xg  + + = − Γ   (3.5)





2012). If Eq. 3.5 is multiplied by the transpose of the relative velocity vector x t( ) , and 
integrated over the entire duration of the ground motion (0-t), the equation of motion 
can be expressed in terms of the energy balance equation as follows
      x Mxdt x Cxdt x Kxdt x M x dtT
t Tt Tt T
g
t
0 0 0 0∫ ∫ ∫ ∫+ + = − Γ   (3.6)
The first term in Eq. 3.6 is the relative kinetic energy (EK), which can be written as
E x Mx dt x MxK






E x Cx dtDAMPING
Tt= ∫  0    (3.8)
Since viscous dampers are attached to the outrigger structure, EDAMPING includes also the 
energy dissipated by these passive devices, so that the total damping energy becomes








the outrigger location λ, Cd is the damping coefficient of the damper,  xd is the velocity 
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E x Kx dtA
Tt= ∫ 0    (3.10)
Since the structure absorbs energy by a combination of elastic and inelastic 
mechanisms, EA can also be defined as





























= −∫  0    (3.15)
Finally Eq. 3.6 can be rewritten as the energy balance equation for a MDOF system is 
given by
E E E E E EK D dampers S H I+ + + + =   (3.16)

































§  3.5.1 Towards an energy-based design of tall buildings 







dampers (Benavent-Climent, 2011; Foti et al., 1998; Nakashima et al., 1996); tuned 
mass dampers (Wong and Johnson, 2009); and active mass dampers and tendon 
systems (Yanik et al., 2014). Studies on seismic energy distribution in tall buildings 

















§  3.5.2 Ratios of damping-to-input energy and hysteretic-to-






















3  Damping energy ratio ED/EI, including supplemental damping ratio Edampers / EI;
4  Distribution of hysteresis energy in the structure;
5  Evaluation of the component damage.










systems Ei,MDOF (Ye et al., 2009), such as



























§  3.6 Computations of energy using a FE model






















( )( )σ σ ε ε   (3.19)
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the stress and strain tensors, the cumulative energy Wn at step n is formulated as















n= + − + −−
− − − −
1
1 1 1 11
2
( )σ ε σ ε σ ε σ ε   (3.20)
where the quantities expressed by the terms  
 




































































































ds A ls n yield= <
σε σ σ
2
       if   (3.25)
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Thus, the total elastic strain energy stored by a structure under axial forces is equal to






ds FP yield yield= −( )∆ ∆   (3.27)
Since plastic hinges appear when yielding is reached, the corresponding yield stress 
and strain can be introduced in the equation such that
ds A l l ds A lp s yield n t n yield n p s n yield n t yield= − ⇒ = −σ ε ε σ ε ε( ) (( ) ( ) )   (3.28)
Thus, the total hysteretic energy dissipated by a structure under axial forces is equal to
E A lH s n yield n t yield= −∑ σ ε ε( )( )   (3.29)










































ds MP yield yield= −( )θ θ   (3.34)
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E MH yield= −∑ ( )θ θ   (3.35)
§  3.6.4 Cumulative absorbed energy by a structure subjected to a transient loading
When the structure is subjected to a time-history loading, such as an earthquake, the 
cumulative energy absorbed by an element at a time step n is given by






















nA l= − + −− − − −
2











































































so that the cumulative absorbed energy Wn, at step n, is given by
12 This plasticity model is generally accepted as a conservative approach in the design of structures.
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yield= −σ ε ε( )   (3.41)
W W Wn elastic inelastic= +   (3.42)
Applying Eq.3.38-42 to the previous example (third image to the right), the results are 
(Table 3.1)
STEP W PREVIOUS 
STEP
Δn W CUMULATIVE Welastic Winelastic
Wn-1 0 8 8 8 0







E W E W E E E Ws elastic h inelastic a s h n= = = + =                         (3.43)
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Chapter 4 is partially based on the parametric study presented in Distribution of strong 
earthquake input energy in tall buildings equipped with damped outriggers, published 
in ‘The Structural Design of Tall and Special Buildings’.
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§  4.3 Preliminary static design of tall buildings with outriggers
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ELEMENT MODEL ELEMENT MATERIAL PROPERTIES SECTIONS – 1st 
DESIGN
SECTIONS – 2nd 
DESIGN





outrigger chords pipe* 0.04m2 0.20m2
outrigger braces pipe* 0.03m2 0.15m2





* Pipe sections are used to avoid the axis orientation the ‘profile’ may exert on the total restoring moment of inertia of the outrigger. 
Since in pipe sections X and Y axis are equal, so are their transvers moments of inertias.
TABLE 4.1  Properties of model elements and materials used in the Diana model
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1- storey outrigger Hoenderkamp W 0.39 1.26E+07 3.10E+07
EQ 1.53 4.37E+07 1.08E+08
Diana W 0.39 1.27E+06 4.86E+06
EQ 1.99 6.36E+06 2.43E+07
2- storey outrigger Hoenderkamp W 0.29 2.47E+07 3.72E+07
EQ 1.19 8.51E+07 1.28E+08
Diana W 0.35 1.74E+06 2.63E+06
EQ 1.74 8.72E+06 1.36E+07
TABLE 4.2  Top storey displacement responses and axial forces with columns=0.4m2, chords=0.04 m2, 
and braces=0.03 m2





1- storey outrigger Hoenderkamp W 0.23 3.26E+07 8.02E+07
EQ 0.97 1.12E+08 2.75E+08
Diana W 0.33 2.09E+06 8.81E+06
EQ 1.64 1.04E+07 4.40E+07
2- storey outrigger Hoenderkamp W 0.14 4.35E+07 6.54E+07
EQ 0.66 1.50E+08 2.26E+08
Diana W 0.27 2.64E+06 4.17E+06
EQ 1.34 1.32E+07 2.20E+07
TABLE 4.3  Top storey displacement responses and axial forces with columns=0.8m2, chords=0.20 m2, 
and braces=0.15 m2































*  Strong earthquake motions were defined as 0.4g according to NCH.433 –of.2010 (Chilean Seismic Code)  
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MODE FREQUENCIES [HZ]































































































































































DESIGN CHORDS BRACES WEB
1 H390 x 300 x 10 x 16 H400 x 408 x 21 x 21 H300 x 300 x 10 x 15
2 H498 x 432 x 55 x 88 H498 x 432 x 45 x 70 H458 x 417 x 30 x 50
3 H498 x 432 x 45 x 70 H400 x 408 x 21 x 21 H498 x 432 x 45 x 70


















DESIGN YIELDING* STIFFNESS (K) = 
(V/D) [N/M]
CLASSIFICATION
force (V) [N] displacement (D) [m]
2 2.68E+07 0.0396 6.77E+08 stiff
3 1.62E+07 0.0535 3.03E+08 medium
1 5.12E+06 0.0334 1.53E+08 flexible
4 4.44E+06 0.0438 1.01E+08 very flexible
* determined by linear interpolation
TABLE 4.7  Summary of results showing designs arranged according to their linear stiffness


























































STEP LOAD FACTOR FORCE TYDY NODE 
21
PLASTICITY STATUS OBSERVATION
Group Element Plasticity New
1 0.600 9.00E+06 -0.030 initial load step
10 0.690 1.04E+07 -0.035 Brace 4 118 6 1st Plasticity in the 
outrigger
11 0.700 1.05E+07 -0.035 Brace 4 118 12
12 0.710 1.07E+07 -0.036 Brace 1 79 36
Brace 2 108
Brace 4 117 - 118








318 change in the stiffness 
slope
31 0.900 1.35E+07 -0.074 Upper Chord 78 3 1st Plasticity in the 
frame (horizontal)
32 0.910 1.37E+07 -0.077 Lower Chord 62 3
35 0.940 1.41E+07 -0.091 Vertical Chord 11 3 1st Plasticity in the 
frame (vertical)









106 1.038 1.56E+07 -1.482
107 1.039 1.56E+07 No convergence
TABLE 4.8  Results of nonlinear analyses
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Brace 1 Brace 2
Brace 3 Brace 4
1st plasticity Horizontal chord: element 78
1st plasticity Brace: element 118























































































D STOREY L STOREY 1.0*D 0.2*L EXPECTED 
GRAVITY LOAD
4314 2935 7249 2599 7249 520 7769
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PERIOD (S) EFF. MASS TX CUMULATIVE %
MODE Fixed Damped Fixed Damped Fixed Damped
1 4.99 5.10 4.98E+07 4.94E+07 61.4 61.3
2 0.85 0.82 1.53E+07 1.53E+07 80.3 80.3
4 0.30 0.29 5.09E+06 5.13E+06 86.6 86.7
5 0.16 0.15 2.49E+06 2.54E+06 89.7 89.8
7 0.10 0.12 3.26E+04 2.27E+01 89.7 89.8




PERIOD (S) EFF. MASS TY CUMULATIVE %
MODE Fixed Damped Fixed Damped Fixed Damped
3 0.39 0.38 6.52E+07 6.50E+07 80.5 80.7
6 0.13 0.13 7.57E+06 7.23E+06 89.9 89.7
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SMALL MODERATE STRONG SEVERE
factors 1.25 2.50 4.00 6.70
PGA (m/s2) 2.63 5.25 8.41 14.08
PGV (m/s) 0.46 0.92 1.48 2.47





























4.0X - 1940 El Centro 270 Earthquake
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§  4.5.5 Consideration of lateral confinement and uniform distribution 
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§  4.6 Factors affecting the performance of damped outriggers
The following parametric study was set by modification of the core-damping ratio 
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Chapter 5 is based on the study presented in ‘Distribution of strong earthquake input 
energy in tall buildings equipped with damped outriggers’.

























































§  5.3 Assessment of the distribution of seismic energy in a tall building
The equation governing dynamic response of a multi-degree of freedom (MDOF) 
system, such as a tall building, can take the form





If Eq. 5.1 is multiplied by the transpose of the relative velocity vector  x t( ) , and 
integrated over the entire duration of the ground motion (0-t), the equation of motion 
can be expressed in terms of the energy balance equation as follows
      x Mxdt x Cxdt x Kxdt x M x dtT
t Tt Tt T
g
t
0 0 0 0∫ ∫ ∫ ∫+ + = − Γ   (5.2)
The first term in Eq. 5.2 is the relative kinetic energy (EK), which can be written as
E x Mx dt x MxK






E x Cx dtD
Tt= ∫  0    (5.4)
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Since viscous dampers are attached to the outrigger structure, ED includes also the 
energy dissipated by these passives devices, so that the total damping energy becomes




_ = + = +∫ ∫   0 0  Λ
κ   (5.5)
where Λ is the location matrix of the dampers –associated to the outrigger location λ, 
Cd is the damping coefficient of the damper,  xd is the velocity across the damper and κ 
is the exponent value that controls the linear/nonlinear behaviour of the damper.
The third term in Eq. 5.2 is the total absorbed energy (EA), defined as
E x Kx dtA
Tt= ∫ 0    (5.6)
Since the structure absorbs energy by a combination of elastic and inelastic 
mechanisms, EA can also be defined as


























= −∫  0    (5.11)
Replacing Equations 5.3, 5.5, 5.6, 5.7 and 5.11 in Equation 1, the energy balance 
equation for a MDOF system is given by





















































NO EVENT/STATION/COMPONENT PGA (G) PGV (M/S) PGA/PGV FACTORS TO SCALE EARTHQUAKES TO:
Small Moderate Strong Severe
1 Izmit-Kocaeli, Yarimca, 90 0.230 0.91 2.54 0.50 1.00 1.50 2.50
2 Michoacan, SCT1, N90W 0.158 0.57 2.76 0.80 1.60 2.50 4.00
3 El Centro, No.117, 270 0.210 0.37 5.69 1.25 2.50 4.00 6.70
4 El Maule, Concepcion, Long. 0.393 0.68 5.81 0.70 1.40 2.20 3.60
5 Northridge, Newhall - County 
Fire, 90
0.580 0.75 7.75 0.65 1.25 2.00 3.30
6 New Zealand, Greendale, N55W 0.738 0.95 7.81 0.50 1.00 1.50 2.50
7 Kobe, KJMA, 90 0.600 0.74 8.07 0.65 1.25 2.00 3.30
8 El Centro, No.117, 180 0.342 0.33 10.22 1.40 2.80 4.40 7.00
TABLE 5.1  Selected ground motions and factors chosen to scale them to the four earthquake levels used in this study.
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§  5.4 Energy dissipation under different levels of ground motion
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FIGURE 5.5  Damping energy (ED) and hysteretic energy (EH) of damped and fixed outrigger systems under 
moderate earthquake levels
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FIGURE 5.9  Damping energy (ED) and hysteretic energy (EH) of damped and fixed outrigger systems under 
strong earthquake levels
FIGURE 5.10  Dampers energy (Edampers) of damped outrigger systems under strong earthquake levels
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FIGURE 5.11  Strain elastic energy (ES) and kinetic energy (EK) of damped and fixed outrigger systems under 
strong earthquake levels













FIGURE 5.13  Dampers energy (Edampers) of damped outrigger systems under severe earthquake levels
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FIGURE 5.15  Strain elastic energy (ES) and kinetic energy (EK) of damped and fixed outrigger systems under 
severe earthquake levels
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§  5.5 Inherent and supplemental damping versus hysteresis energy ratios
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§  5.7 Comparative performance fixed – damped outrigger systems
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FIGURE 5.30  Normalized core stress (σ/σyield) to normalized overturning moment (Mθ/Mθ-max) of the fixed 
outrigger configurations subjected to four earthquake levels of all ground motions
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FIGURE 5.31  Normalized outrigger stress (σ/σyield) to normalized overturning moment (Mθ/Mθ-max) of the 
studied outrigger configurations subjected to four earthquake levels of all ground motions
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FIGURE 5.32  Normalized column stress (σ/σyield) to normalized overturning moment (Mθ/Mθ-max) of the 
studied outrigger configurations subjected to four earthquake levels of all ground motions.
§  5.8 Discussion















EI ED EH Edampers ES EK
small damped 2.53E+02 1.56E+02 0 9.19E+01 2.76E+01 3.01E+01
fixed 2.46E+02 2.20E+02 0 0 4.36E+01 4.45E+01
moderate damped 9.98E+02 6.12E+02 0 3.66E+02 1.10E+02 1.20E+02
fixed 9.70E+02 8.65E+02 2.38E+01 0 1.74E+02 1.78E+02
strong damped 3.14E+03 1.54E+03 6.10E+02 9.01E+02 2.65E+02 2.86E+02
fixed 3.11E+03 2.13E+03 5.98E+02 0 4.02E+02 4.13E+02
severe damped 7.45E+03 3.92E+03 1.74E+03 1.72E+03 6.92E+02 6.58E+02
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small damped 0.44 0.22 -
fixed 0.61 - -
moderate damped 0.44 0.22 -
fixed 0.61 - 0.01
strong damped 0.36 0.18 0.12
fixed 0.51 - 0.10
severe damped 0.35 0.16 0.15


































































F 7.3 0.18 6.6 0.31
D 9.2 0.31 6.6 0.40
Kobe
(strong)
F 2.1 0.24 2.0 0.39
D 2.1 0.23 2.0 0.20
ElCentro270
(strong)
F 4.3 0.27 2.1 0.36
D 4.3 0.21 2.1 0.23
ElCentro180
(strong)
F 2.4 0.10 2.2 0.34
D 2.4 0.13 2.2 0.15
NewZealand
(strong)
F 11.9 0.05 8.9 0.21
D 14.0 0.21 9.3 0.18
ElMaule
(severe)
F 14.9 0.01 12.7 0.13
D 0.0 0.00 12.7 0.17
Northridge
(severe)
F 0.0 0.00 5.3 0.06
D 0.0 0.00 5.3 0.13
Michoacan
(severe)
F 0.0 0.00 0.0 0.00
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The Structural Design of Tall and Special Buildings.
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§  6.3 Methodology
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Finally, replacing Eq. 6.2-6.3 in Eq. 6.1, the energy balance equation for a MDOF 
system is given by
E E E E E EK D dampers S H I+ + + + =   (6.4)
















































NO EVENT/STATION/COMPONENT PGA (G) PGV (M/S) PGA/PGV FACTORS TO SCALE EARTHQUAKES TO:
Small Moderate Strong Severe
1 Izmit-Kocaeli, Yarimca, 90 0.230 0.91 2.54 0.50 1.00 1.50 2.50
2 Michoacan, SCT1, N90W 0.158 0.57 2.76 0.80 1.60 2.50 4.00
3 El Centro, No.117, 270 0.210 0.37 5.69 1.25 2.50 4.00 6.70
4 El Maule, Concepcion, Long. 0.393 0.68 5.81 0.70 1.40 2.20 3.60
5 Northridge, Newhall - County 
Fire, 90
0.580 0.75 7.75 0.65 1.25 2.00 3.30
6 New Zealand, Greendale, N55W 0.738 0.95 7.81 0.50 1.00 1.50 2.50
7 Kobe, KJMA, 90 0.600 0.74 8.07 0.65 1.25 2.00 3.30
8 El Centro, No.117, 180 0.342 0.33 10.22 1.40 2.80 4.40 7.00
TABLE 6.1  Selected ground motions and factors chosen to scale them to the four earthquake levels used in this study.
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Free Vibration ζ = 2% 
Optimal ζ (absolute)
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§  6.6 Decrease in structural response
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MODE 1 2 4 5 7
T single 5.26 0.84 0.30 0.17 0.16
double 5.27 0.85 0.31 0.20 0.16
combined 5.26 0.84 0.30 0.16 0.12
Effective 
Mass-X (kN)
single 4.98E+04 1.51E+04 5.02E+03 1.99E-01 2.63E+03
double 4.98E+04 1.53E+04 5.09E+03 5.25E+01 2.55E+03
combined 4.97E+04 1.53E+04 5.07E+03 2.57E+03 1.75E-02
Cumulative % single 62 80 86 86 90
double 62 80 87 87 90
combined 62 80 87 90 90
TABLE 6.2  Effective modal mass participation in X direction
MODE 3 6 8
T single 0.39 0.17 0.13
double 0.39 0.20 0.13
combined 0.39 0.13 0.12
Effective Mass-Y 
(kN)
single 6.50E+04 8.22E+02 7.21E+03
double 6.55E+04 6.49E-01 7.23E+03
combined 6.53E+04 6.95E+03 5.72E+02
Cumulative % single 80 81 90
double 81 81 90
combined 81 89 90
TABLE 6.3  Effective modal mass participation in Y direction


















































NO. STOREY REQUIRED REINFORCEMENT STEEL RATIOS REQUIRED REINFORCEMENT STEEL WEIGHT (KG)
Fixed Single Double Combined Fixed Single Double Combined
1-6 0.50% 0.26% 0.19% 0.20% 44,510 22,699 16,994 17,686
7-12 0.44% 0.22% 0.17% 0.17% 39,168 19,862 14,870 15,476
13-18 0.37% 0.19% 0.14% 0.15% 32,937 17,025 12,746 13,265
19-24 0.31% 0.16% 0.12% 0.12% 27,596 14,188 10,621 11,054
25-30 0.25% 0.13% 0.10% 0.10% 22,255 11,350 8,497 8,843
31-36 0.25% 0.13% 0.10% 0.10% 22,255 11,350 8,497 8,843
37-42 0.25% 0.13% 0.10% 0.10% 22,255 11,350 8,497 8,843
43-48 0.25% 0.13% 0.10% 0.10% 22,255 11,350 8,497 8,843
49-54 0.25% 0.13% 0.10% 0.10% 22,255 11,350 8,497 8,843
55-60 0.25% 0.13% 0.10% 0.10% 22,255 11,350 8,497 8,843
Total weight (tons) 277.74 141.87 106.21 110.54
TABLE 6.4  Required horizontal reinforcement steel values in the building core
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NO. STOREY REQUIRED REINFORCEMENT STEEL RATIOS REQUIRED REINFORCEMENT STEEL WEIGHT (KG)
Fixed Single Double Combined Fixed Single Double Combined
1-6 1.00% 0.93% 0.70% 0.73% 85,310 79,472 59,499 61,922
7-12 0.85% 0.84% 0.63% 0.65% 72,513 71,525 53,549 55,730
13-18 0.76% 0.75% 0.56% 0.58% 64,836 63,578 47,599 49,538
19-24 0.65% 0.65% 0.49% 0.51% 55,451 55,631 41,649 43,345
25-30 0.56% 0.56% 0.42% 0.44% 47,774 47,683 35,699 37,153
31-36 0.51% 0.41% 0.31% 0.32% 43,508 35,195 26,349 27,423
37-42 0.46% 0.32% 0.25% 0.25% 39,243 27,248 21,327 21,230
43-48 0.37% 0.25% 0.25% 0.25% 31,565 21,327 21,327 21,327
49-54 0.25% 0.25% 0.25% 0.25% 21,327 21,327 21,327 21,327
55-60 0.25% 0.25% 0.25% 0.25% 21,327 21,327 21,327 21,327



















DAMPING COEFFICIENT [KN] NO. DAMPERS
Required at 
damping point*
type Supplied per 
damper
per outrigger per set of out-
riggers
single 4.80E+04 B4 5.00E+04 1 8
double lower 8.40E+04 B7 8.75E+04 1 8
upper 1.92E+05 B4 5.00E+04 4 32
combined 8.40E+04 B7 8.75E+04 1 8







TO FIXED MODEL (%)
COST
OF DAMPERS
TOTAL COST CHANGE COMPARED 
TO FIXED MODEL (%)
Fixed $ 456,356 $ - $ 456,356
Single $ 351,712 -23% $ 78,172 $ 429,883 -06%
Double $ 273,521 -40% $ 390,858 $ 664,380 +46%
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Modal Shapes 1 & 2
1st mode
2nd mode
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4




















Modes 1 & 2 PO Curves Mode without P-Delta effect
Mode 1 - fixed
Mode 1 - single
Mode 1 - double
Mode 1 - combined
Mode 2 - fixed
Mode 2 - single
Mode 2 - double
Mode 2 - combined
FIGURE 6.21  Comparison between pushover (PO) curves - Modes 1 & 2, without P-Delta effect
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§  6.8 Discussion

















§  6.8.2 Optimal configurations for reducing the hysteretic energy
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ED/EI EDAMPERS/EI EH/EI SUM
Fixed small 0.93 - 0 0.93
moderate 0.93 - 0.01 0.94
strong 0.82 - 0.10 0.92
severe 0.72 - 0.23 0.95
Single small 0.61 0.39 0 1.00
moderate 0.61 0.39 0 1.00
strong 0.52 0.33 0.14 0.99
severe 0.50 0.31 0.19 1.00
Double small 0.52 0.48 0 1.00
moderate 0.52 0.48 0 1.00
strong 0.47 0.42 0.10 0.99
severe 0.45 0.41 0.14 1.00
Combined small 0.59 0.41 0 1.00
moderate 0.59 0.41 0 1.00
strong 0.53 0.34 0.12 0.99
severe 0.51 0.33 0.15 0.99
TABLE 6.8  Peak energy dissipation ratios (trend line-based), for each configuration under all earthquake levels.



































F 7.3 0.18 6.6 0.31
D 9.2 0.31 6.6 0.40
d 9.2 0.28 6.6 0.35
c 9.2 0.34 6.6 0.42
Kobe
(strong)
F 2.1 0.24 2.0 0.39
D 2.1 0.23 2.0 0.20
d 2.1 0.11 2.0 0.19
c 2.1 0.11 2.0 0.18
ElCentro270
(strong)
F 4.3 0.27 2.1 0.36
D 4.3 0.21 2.1 0.23
d 4.3 0.19 2.1 0.23
c 4.3 0.24 2.1 0.27
ElCentro180
(strong)
F 2.4 0.10 2.2 0.34
D 2.4 0.13 2.2 0.15
d 2.4 0.02 2.2 0.10
c 2.4 0.03 2.2 0.10
NewZealand
(strong)
F 11.9 0.05 8.9 0.21
D 14.0 0.21 9.3 0.18
d 14.0 0.21 9.3 0.20
c 12.0 0.25 9.3 0.21
ElMaule
(severe)
F 14.9 0.01 12.7 0.13
D 0.0 0.0 12.7 0.17
d 0.0 0.0 12.7 0.02
c 0.0 0.0 12.8 0.02
Northridge
(severe)
F 0.0 0.0 5.3 0.06
D 0.0 0.0 5.3 0.13
d 0.0 0.0 5.3 0.004
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SMALL MODERATE STRONG SEVERE
fixed 0.34 0.68 1.06 1.62
single 0.32 0.64 0.97 1.50
double 0.31 0.62 0.94 1.46

















SMALL MODERATE STRONG SEVERE
fixed 0.88 1.74 2.60 3.84
single 0.87 1.71 2.60 3.83
double 0.85 1.68 2.56 3.80








SMALL MODERATE STRONG SEVERE
fixed 0.18 0.36 0.52 0.69
single 0.17 0.35 0.50 0.68
double 0.17 0.34 0.52 0.70
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From these results it is not possible to conclude which configuration seems to be the 
optimal to reduce the overall structural response.
SMALL MODERATE STRONG SEVERE
core fixed 0.37 0.74 1.02 1.00
single 0.34 0.68 0.97 1.00
double 0.33 0.66 0.98 1.02
combined 0.32 0.65 0.97 1.01
outrigger fixed 0.14 0.24 0.33 0.55
single 0.14 0.17 0.26 0.36
double 0.09 0.12 0.16 0.18
combined 0.08 0.10 0.13 0.17
column fixed 0.12 0.21 0.31 0.49
single 0.13 0.18 0.24 0.34
double 0.16 0.21 0.28 0.38
combined 0.15 0.19 0.25 0.32
TABLE 6.13  Average Normalized Peak Stresses
SMALL MODERATE STRONG SEVERE
fixed 0.23 0.46 0.64 0.83
single 0.22 0.43 0.61 0.81
double 0.21 0.42 0.60 0.80








































western North American ground motions: Part 2 — new capacity design methods. Canadian Journal of Civil 
Engineering. 39: 738-750.
Bojórquez, E., Reyes-Salazar, A., Terán-Gilmore, A. and Ruiz, S. (2010). Energy-based damage index for steel 

















































































§  7.3 Parameters influencing the distribution of 
energy in an outrigger system
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§  7.5 Assessment of the energy capacity of tall 
buildings with damped outriggers
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§  7.6 Research question revisited: design for elasticity?






































§  7.6.2 Strategies to extend the elastic response threshold 
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§  7.7 Slenderness and plan design of tall buildings with damped outriggers












































STOREY PLAN DISPLAYED TYPICAL FLOOR 48TH - 56TH FLOOR TYPICAL FLOOR
country Chile Germany USA
building name titanium messeturm nations bank plaza
height (m) 190 228 227
storeys 52 63 55
storey area (m2) 1729 1490 2387
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LOCATION CRITERIA CORE WIDTH USABLE DEPTH BUILDING WIDTH ASPECT RATIO SLENDER?
Chile 20.5 9 38.5 5.19 yes
Germany / the Netherlands 7 34.5 5.80 yes
USA 12 44.5 4.49 no
TABLE 7.2  Usable space depth according to the location of the building




































































§  8.3 Conclusions from the parametric analyses
§  8.3.1 Optimal damping coefficient Cd and optimal location 































































§  8.4 Conclusions from the analyses of viscous damped outrigger systems
§  8.4.1 Viscous damped outrigger systems reduce the damage 




















§  8.4.2 No optimal damped outrigger configuration can reduce 
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§  8.5 Conclusions from the analyses of double damped outrigger systems
§  8.5.1 Under certain conditions, double damped outriggers overpass 






























§  8.5.2 Optimal double damped outrigger systems offer 
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ds QP yield yield= −( )∆ ∆   (APP.5)
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NCH433 2010 UBC 1994
PGA (g) 0.4 PGA (g) 0.4 0.8



















1 1 Ak*hi Fi w*hi ∑w*h Fi Fi
60 210 1.0000 9210.60 22638.18 4606400.40 0.03279 10647.02 21294.04
59 206.5 0.1291 1898.15 4665.35 4529627.06 0.03224 522.51 1045.02
58 203 0.0535 786.24 1932.45 4452853.72 0.03169 513.65 1027.31
57 199.5 0.0410 603.30 1482.82 4376080.38 0.03115 504.80 1009.59
56 196 0.0346 508.61 1250.08 4299307.04 0.03060 495.94 991.88
55 192.5 0.0305 448.09 1101.34 4222533.70 0.03005 487.08 974.17
54 189 0.0276 405.11 995.69 4145760.36 0.02951 478.23 956.46
53 185.5 0.0253 372.53 915.63 4068987.02 0.02896 469.37 938.74
52 182 0.0236 346.75 852.25 3992213.68 0.02842 460.52 921.03
51 178.5 0.0221 325.67 800.45 3915440.34 0.02787 451.66 903.32
50 175 0.0209 308.03 757.08 3838667.00 0.02732 442.80 885.61
49 171.5 0.0199 292.97 720.08 3761893.66 0.02678 433.95 867.90
48 168 0.0190 279.93 688.03 3685120.32 0.02623 425.09 850.18
47 164.5 0.0183 268.49 659.91 3608346.98 0.02568 416.24 832.47
46 161 0.0176 258.35 634.98 3531573.64 0.02514 407.38 814.76
45 157.5 0.0170 249.28 612.68 3454800.30 0.02459 398.52 797.05
44 154 0.0164 241.10 592.58 3378026.96 0.02404 389.67 779.34
43 150.5 0.0159 233.67 574.33 3301253.62 0.02350 380.81 761.62
42 147 0.0154 226.90 557.67 3224480.28 0.02295 371.96 743.91
41 143.5 0.0150 220.68 542.39 3147706.94 0.02240 363.10 726.20
40 140 0.0146 214.94 528.29 3070933.60 0.02186 354.24 708.49
39 136.5 0.0143 209.63 515.24 2994160.26 0.02131 345.39 690.77
38 133 0.0139 204.70 503.11 2917386.92 0.02077 336.53 673.06
37 129.5 0.0136 200.09 491.80 2840613.58 0.02022 327.68 655.35
36 126 0.0133 195.79 481.22 2763840.24 0.01967 318.82 637.64
35 122.5 0.0130 191.75 471.30 2687066.90 0.01913 309.96 619.93
34 119 0.0128 187.95 461.96 2610293.56 0.01858 301.11 602.21
33 115.5 0.0125 184.37 453.16 2533520.22 0.01803 292.25 584.50
>>>
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32 112 0.0123 180.99 444.84 2456746.88 0.01749 283.39 566.79
31 108.5 0.0121 177.78 436.97 2379973.54 0.01694 274.54 549.08
30 105 0.0119 174.75 429.50 2303200.20 0.01639 265.68 531.37
29 101.5 0.0117 176.08 432.77 2226426.86 0.01585 256.83 513.65
28 98 0.0115 173.26 425.84 2149653.52 0.01530 247.97 495.94
27 94.5 0.0113 166.48 409.19 2072880.18 0.01475 239.11 478.23
26 91 0.0112 163.98 403.04 1996106.84 0.01421 230.26 460.52
25 87.5 0.0110 161.59 397.15 1919333.50 0.01366 221.40 442.80
24 84 0.0108 159.29 391.52 1842560.16 0.01311 212.55 425.09
23 80.5 0.0107 157.10 386.12 1765786.82 0.01257 203.69 407.38
22 77 0.0105 154.99 380.93 1689013.48 0.01202 194.83 389.67
21 73.5 0.0104 152.96 375.95 1612240.14 0.01148 185.98 371.96
20 70 0.0103 151.01 371.16 1535466.80 0.01093 177.12 354.24
19 66.5 0.0101 149.14 366.55 1458693.46 0.01038 168.27 336.53
18 63 0.0100 147.33 362.11 1381920.12 0.00984 159.41 318.82
17 59.5 0.0099 145.58 357.82 1305146.78 0.00929 150.55 301.11
16 56 0.0098 143.90 353.68 1228373.44 0.00874 141.70 283.39
15 52.5 0.0097 142.27 349.69 1151600.10 0.00820 132.84 265.68
14 49 0.0096 140.70 345.82 1074826.76 0.00765 123.99 247.97
13 45.5 0.0095 139.18 342.08 998053.42 0.00710 115.13 230.26
12 42 0.0094 137.71 338.46 921280.08 0.00656 106.27 212.55
11 38.5 0.0093 136.28 334.96 844506.74 0.00601 97.42 194.83
10 35 0.0092 134.90 331.56 767733.40 0.00546 88.56 177.12
9 31.5 0.0091 133.55 328.26 690960.06 0.00492 79.70 159.41
8 28 0.0090 132.25 325.05 614186.72 0.00437 70.85 141.70
7 24.5 0.0089 130.99 321.94 537413.38 0.00383 61.99 123.99
6 21 0.0088 129.76 318.92 460640.04 0.00328 53.14 106.27
5 17.5 0.0087 128.56 315.98 383866.70 0.00273 44.28 88.56
4 14 0.0087 127.40 313.12 307093.36 0.00219 35.42 70.85
3 10.5 0.0086 126.26 310.34 230320.02 0.00164 26.57 53.14
2 7 0.0085 125.16 307.63 153546.68 0.00109 17.71 35.42
1 3.5 0.0084 124.09 304.99 76773.34 0.00055 8.86 17.71





Studies on lateral confinement / reinforcement distribution / 
outrigger location under free-vibration
%%%% script prepared to run set1: CORE / OUTRIGGER / DAMPER variables
%% define parametric variables














outrigger(1:20,2)=[9.500000E+00; 1.425000E+01; 1.900000E+01; -1.900000E+01;...
  -1.425000E+01; -9.500000E+00; -1.900000E+01; -1.425000E+01; -9.500000E+00;...
  9.500000E+00; 1.425000E+01; 1.900000E+01; -1.900000E+01; -1.425000E+01;...
  -9.500000E+00; 9.500000E+00; 1.425000E+01; 1.900000E+01; -1.900000E+01;...
  1.900000E+01];
for cm=1:length(core_mod);
  if strncmp(core_mod{cm}, ‘n’, 1)==1
    D{1}=’:  CNFCRV  VECCHI’;
    D{2}=’:  REDCRV  VC1993’;
    for jj=1:8 %because there are 8 ‘core’ material properties sections
      fid = fopen(‘Parametric.dat’,’r+’); 
      ii=dat_lcon(jj);
      for k=1:ii-1
        fgetl(fid); 
      end
      fseek(fid, 0, ‘cof’);
      fprintf(fid,’%s\r\n’, D{1:2});
      fclose(fid);
    end
  else
    D{1}=’   CNFCRV  VECCHI’;
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    D{2}=’   REDCRV  VC1993’;
    for jj=1:8 %because there are 8 ‘core’ material properties sections
      fid = fopen(‘Parametric.dat’,’r+’); 
      ii=dat_lcon(jj);
      for k=1:ii-1
        fgetl(fid); 
      end
      fseek(fid, 0, ‘cof’);
      fprintf(fid,’%s\r\n’, D{1:2});
      fclose(fid);
    end
  end
  if strncmp(core_mod{cm}, ‘nu’, 2)==1 || strncmp(core_mod{cm}, ‘lu’, 2)==1
    E =’   TENSTR  7.20000E+06’;
    for jj=1:8 %because there are 8 ‘core’ material properties sections
      fid = fopen(‘Parametric.dat’,’r+’); 
      ii=dat_unif(jj);
      for k=1:ii-1
        fgetl(fid); 
      end
      fseek(fid, 0, ‘cof’);
      fprintf(fid,’%s\r\n’, E);
      fclose(fid);
    end
  end
  for n=1:length(lambda); % loop for selected outrigger locations
    outrigger(1:6,3)=210*lambda(n);
    outrigger(7:12,3)=210*lambda(n)+3.5;
    outrigger(13:18,3)=210*lambda(n)-3.5;
    outrigger(19:20,3)=210*lambda(n)-7;
%% modify DIANA input file Parametric.dat in outrigger-line LAMBDA
    A=cell(20,1);
    for jj=1:20
      if outrigger(jj,2)>0
        A{jj}=[‘  ‘,num2str(outrigger(jj,1)),’   ‘,num2str(outrigger(jj,2),’%10.6E\n’),’   
‘,num2str(outrigger(jj,3),’%10.6E\n’)];
      else
        A{jj}=[‘  ‘,num2str(outrigger(jj,1)),’   ‘,num2str(outrigger(jj,2),’%10.6E\n’),’   
‘,num2str(outrigger(jj,3),’%10.6E\n’)];
      end
    end 
    A=A’;
    fid = fopen(‘Parametric.dat’,’r+’); 
    ii=71;
    for k=1:ii-1
      fgetl(fid); 
    end
    fseek(fid, 0, ‘cof’);
    fprintf(fid,’%s\r\n’, A{1:20});
    fclose(fid);
    H{1}=[‘  84   -9.500000E+00   ‘,num2str(outrigger(20,3),’%10.6E\n’)];
    H{2}=[‘  85   9.500000E+00   ‘,num2str(outrigger(20,3),’%10.6E\n’)];
    fid = fopen(‘Parametric.dat’,’r+’);    
    ii=95;
    for k=1:ii-1
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      fgetl(fid); 
    end
    fseek(fid, 0, ‘cof’);
    fprintf(fid,’%s\r\n’, H{1:2});
    fclose(fid);
%% modify DIANA input in ELEMENTS connectivity + story ‘beams’ at the dampers level
    if lambda(n)==0.1
      F{1}=[‘  70   ‘,num2str(lambda(n)*60+2),’ DX=9.5’];
      F{2}=[‘  71   ‘,num2str(lambda(n)*60+2),’ DX=-9.5’];
      F{3}=[‘  67   ‘,num2str(lambda(n)*60+1),’ DX=9.5’];
      F{4}=[‘  62   ‘,num2str(lambda(n)*60+1),’ DX=-9.5’];
      F{5}=[‘  76   ‘,num2str(lambda(n)*60),’ DX=9.5’];
      F{6}=[‘  77   ‘,num2str(lambda(n)*60),’ DX=-9.5’];
      F{7}=[‘  84   ‘,num2str(lambda(n)*60-1),’ DX=9.5’];
      F{8}=[‘  85   ‘,num2str(lambda(n)*60-1),’ DX=-9.5’];
    else
      F{1}=[‘  70  ‘,num2str(lambda(n)*60+2),’ DX=9.5’];
      F{2}=[‘  71  ‘,num2str(lambda(n)*60+2),’ DX=-9.5’];
      F{3}=[‘  67  ‘,num2str(lambda(n)*60+1),’ DX=9.5’];
      F{4}=[‘  62  ‘,num2str(lambda(n)*60+1),’ DX=-9.5’];
      F{5}=[‘  76  ‘,num2str(lambda(n)*60),’ DX=9.5’];
      F{6}=[‘  77  ‘,num2str(lambda(n)*60),’ DX=-9.5’];
      F{7}=[‘  84  ‘,num2str(lambda(n)*60-1),’ DX=9.5’];
      F{8}=[‘  85  ‘,num2str(lambda(n)*60-1),’ DX=-9.5’];
    end
    fid = fopen(‘Parametric.dat’,’r+’);
    ii=475; %before it was 471
    for k=1:ii-1
      fgetl(fid); 
    end
    fseek(fid, 0, ‘cof’);
    fprintf(fid,’%s\r\n’, F{1:8});
    fclose(fid);
%% modify damping coefficient in DIANA input file
    for dc=1:length(damp_coeff); % inner loop for selected damper’s damping coefficient
      C=[‘   DAMP   ‘,num2str(damp_coeff(dc),’%10.5E\n’)];
      fid = fopen(‘Parametric.dat’,’r+’);
      ii=284;
      for k=1:ii-1
        fgetl(fid); 
      end
      fseek(fid, 0, ‘cof’);
      fprintf(fid,’%s\r\n’, C);
      fclose(fid);
    %% run DIANA
      command =dos(‘command.cmd’); % works inside matlab
      heading=[‘S1-’,core_mod{cm},num2str(lambda(n)),’H’,num2str(damp_coeff(dc),’%10.2e\n’)];
      [count]=renameOUT(heading);  % changing files names
      d = 7; nod = 61; [tDX,~,tVX,~]=freq_resp(d,nod,heading);
      [~,~,nd,nv]=theXmen(nod,tDX,tVX);  %function to pick the peaks
      if length(nd)~=1;
        fid=fopen([num2str(nd(1)),’_’,heading,’.dat’],’w’);
        fprintf(fid,’%12.8f\r\n’,tVX(nd(1),:));
        fclose(fid);
        fid=fopen([num2str(nd(2)),’_’,heading,’.dat’],’w’);
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        fprintf(fid,’%12.8f\r\n’,tVX(nd(2),:));
        fclose(fid);
        nd=nd(1);
      end
      if length(nv)~=1;
        fid=fopen([num2str(nv(1)),’_’,heading,’.dat’],’w’);
        fprintf(fid,’%12.8f\r\n’,tVX(nv(1),:));
        fclose(fid);
        fid=fopen([num2str(nv(2)),’_’,heading,’.dat’],’w’);
        fprintf(fid,’%12.8f\r\n’,tVX(nv(2),:));
        fclose(fid);
        nv=nv(1);
      end
      [~,~,zeta_D,zetaX_D,zetaH_D]=log_decayD(nd,tDX);
      [~,~,zeta_V,zetaX_V,zetaH_V]=log_decayV(nv,tVX);
      S1_resD(n,dc)=zeta_D; S1_resDX(n,dc)=zetaX_D; S1_resDH(n,dc)=zetaH_D;
      S1_resV(n,dc)=zeta_V; S1_resVX(n,dc)=zetaX_V; S1_resVH(n,dc)=zetaH_V;
      %% move *.tb files to the tab folder
      movefile(‘*.tb’,’P Set1 DianaTabs’)
    end
  end
  S1_All{cm,1}=S1_resD; S1_All{cm,2}=S1_resDX; S1_All{cm,3}=S1_resDH;





tt=10; % maximum values after 1 step
for ii=1:nod









% Get all files in the current folder clear all;
function[count]=renameOUT(heading)
files = dir(‘*.tb’);
% Loop through each
count=0;
for id = 1:length(files)
 % Get the file name (minus the extension)
  [~, f] = fileparts(files(id).name);
  if strncmp(f, ‘EQ ‘, 3)==1
    A=textscan(f,’%s’);
    oldfile=[f, ‘.tb’]; newfile=[heading,A{1}{2},’.tb’];
    movefile(oldfile,newfile) % must create ‘my folder’ first











  for k=1:length(tDX(1,:))
    if sign(tDX(jj,k))==1
      D(2*ii-1,k)=tDX(jj,k);
    else
      D(2*ii,k)=tDX(jj,k);




  % from http://stackoverflow.com/questions/27076618/how-to-split-vector-by-zeros-in-matlab
  v=D(ii,:);
  w = [false v~=0 false]; %// “close” v with zeros, and transform to logical
  starts = find(w(2:end) & ~w(1:end-1)); %// find starts of runs of non-zeros
  ends = find(~w(2:end) & w(1:end-1))-1; %// find ends of runs of non-zeros
  bump_D{ii,1} = arrayfun(@(s,e) v(s:e), starts, ends, ‘uniformout’, false); %// build result
end
N=length(bump_D{1,1});
P_pos=zeros(length(nd),N);  % only positive side will be considered
for ii=1:length(nd)
  for jj=1:N







  bump=5; delta(ii,1)=(1/(N-bump-1))*log(P_pos(ii,bump)/P_pos(ii,end-1)); % counting from the 5th bump
  if rem(N,2)==0
    deltaX(ii,1)=log(P_pos(ii,(N/2)-1)/P_pos(ii,(N/2)));
  else
    deltaX(ii,1)=log(P_pos(ii,((N+1)/2)-1)/P_pos(ii,((N+1)/2)));
  end
  deltaH(ii,1)=log(P_pos(ii,bump)/P_pos(ii,bump+1));





 276 Smart Energy Dissipation
Studies on lateral confinement / reinforcement distribution / 
outrigger location under earthquake motion
Only new lines are showed
%%%% script prepared to run set2: CORE / OUTRIGGER / EQ levels
%% define parametric variables
clc,clear
tic
mkdir(‘P Set2rev DianaTabs’) % folder to move *.tb diana files in
%% VARIABLE input data






% earthquake ground motion
earthquake=’elcentro-270’; Ts=0.0050; EQ=’Ce-’; scale_factor=[1,2.5,4,6.7]; freq_fact=50; count=10000; 
%% FIXED input data
% building properties
story_h=3.5; bldg_h=210;  no=61;           % number of nodes whose response is read
mm(1)=0; mm(2:61)=0.797E+08/(no-1); % linear distribution of mass per story
%% material properties - element sections VARIABLE
BPROF=[4.00000E-01   4.08000E-01   4.08000E-01 2.10000E-02   2.10000E-02   2.10000E-02];
VPROF=[4.98000E-01   4.32000E-01   4.32000E-01 7.00000E-02   7.00000E-02   4.50000E-02];
HPROF=[4.98000E-01   4.32000E-01   4.32000E-01 7.00000E-02   7.00000E-02   4.50000E-02];
[AsB,AsV,AsH]=AsTruss(BPROF,VPROF,HPROF); % function to compute cross-sectional areas of profiles
lnB=5.9; lnV=3.5; lnH=4.75;




clear BPROF VPROF HPROF lnB lnV lnH AsB AsV AsH
% Tensile / Compressive Strengths
% core non-uniform vertical reinforcement distribution
tenstr(1:6,1)=7.20000E+06; tenstr(7:12,1)=6.00000E+06; tenstr(13:18,1)=5.36000E+06; 
tenstr(19:24,1)=5.16000E+06; tenstr(25:30,1)=5.24000E+06; tenstr(31:36,1)=5.24000E+06; 
tenstr(37:42,1)=5.04000E+06; tenstr(43:48,1)=4.68000E+06; tenstr(49:54,1)=4.20000E+06; 
tenstr(55:60,1)=4.20000E+06;
tenstr(61:88,1)=3.55000E+08; 
comstr(1:60,1)=-4.30000E+07; comstr(61:88,1)=-3.55000E+08; % compressive strength core : outrigger elements
%% storing matrices and cell arrays






Dr=zeros(3,length(scale_factor)); Dr2=zeros(3,length(scale_factor));  % 3 ratios
S_maxR=zeros(10,4*length(scale_factor));  % for storing max_response (10,4) per each EQ
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  for n=1:length(lambda); % loop for selected outrigger locations
    outrigger(1:6,3)=210*lambda(n);
    outrigger(7:12,3)=210*lambda(n)+3.5;
    outrigger(13:18,3)=210*lambda(n)-3.5;
    outrigger(19:20,3)=210*lambda(n)-7;




%% modify earthquake ground motion levels
    for s_f=1:length(scale_factor)
      [xg,time]=groundmotion(earthquake,Ts,scale_factor(s_f));
      S=sprintf(‘%.4f ‘,xg’);
      G=[ ‘ FACTOR ‘,cellstr(S),’ / ‘];
      fid = fopen(‘Parametric.dat’,’r+’);
      ii=492; %before it was 486
      for k=1:ii-1
        fgetl(fid); 
      end
      fseek(fid, 0, ‘cof’);
      fprintf(fid,’%s’, G{1:3});
      fclose(fid);
    %% run DIANA
      command =dos(‘command.cmd’); toc % works inside matlab
      heading=[‘S2rev-’,num2str(lambda(n)*10),’H’,’0’,num2str(scale_factor(s_f)*100),’x’,EQ];
      [fname,fname0,fname1,fname2,fname3,fname4,fname5,...
        fname7,fname8,fname9,fname10,fname12,fname13]=renameOUT(heading);
      %% Stresses + Strains
      d = 7; node = 2; intpoint = 9; % number of integration points (L7BEN has 9)
      noe = 88; % No elements whose response is retrieved FIXED = 90 (1-60:core +61-88:outrigger)
      [SXX,~,EIN,stap]=SSread(d,noe,node,intpoint,fname); clear fname
      %% CRACK Strains
      d=6; noecore = 60; % 1-60:core 
      [pEknn,Eh_story,Eh1]=crack_strain(As,ln,tenstr,d,noecore,node,intpoint,stap,fname2); clear fname2% 
      %% Crack Energy Distribution
      if max(Eh1)~=0
        [bb,hyst_stories]=sort(Eh_story(:,end),’descend’);
        hyst_distribution=bb.*inv(sum(bb));
        hyst_dist=zeros(size(Eh_story));
        for jj=1:length(Eh_story(1,:))
          aa=sum(Eh_story(:,jj));
          for ii=1:length(Eh_story(:,1))
            if aa~=0
              hyst_dist(ii,jj)=Eh_story(ii,jj).*inv(aa);
            end
          end
        end
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        figure; plot(time(1:10000),hyst_dist);hold all; legend(num2str(hyst_stories));
        tail=[‘Eh_Story Distribution - Outrigger@’,num2str(60*lambda(n))];lg_location=’NorthEast’; xy_
label={‘time [s]’,’Normalized Hysteretic Energy’}; WH=[17.88, 5.96]; %WH=[17.88, 11.92];
        lg_input={num2str(hyst_stories(1:10))};
        save_TIFF(heading,tail,lg_input,lg_location,xy_label,WH,h);
        dlmwrite([heading,’Eh_Story Distribution.dat’],[hyst_distribution;hyst_stories],’delimiter’,’\
t’,’precision’,’%s\r\n’)
      end
      %% Plastic Strains
      d=7; noe = 88;
      [~,Ehdis2,Eh2]=Pstrain(As,ln,comstr,tenstr,d,noe,node,intpoint,stap,fname3); clear fname3
      %% sTRESS COLUMN total
      d = 7; node = 2; intpoint = 1; noe =1; 
      [CSXX,~]=CSSread(d,noe,node,intpoint,fname13); clear fname13
      %% RESPONSES
      d = 7; nod = 81; % number of nodes whose response is retrievd 81 = DAMPED cause no-DOF supports
      [TrDtX,~,TVtX,TVtY,TAtX,~,FrDX,FrDY]=readDIANA2(d,nod,fname5,fname7); clear fname5 fname7
      fix_sup=2; nodrot=nod-fix_sup;
      [MrDZa,TVrZa]=dvrotaread2(d,nodrot,fname8); clear fname8
      TVrZ=[TVrZa;zeros(fix_sup,length(TVrZa(1,:)))];MrDZ=[MrDZa;zeros(fix_sup,length(MrDZa(1,:)))]; clear MrDZa 
TVrZa
      %% FORCES
      d=7; nod2 = 3;[FrBXR,~]=baseforce(d,nod2,fname9); clear fname9
      %% MOMENTS
      d=7; [MrBZR]=basemoment(d,fname10); clear fname10
      %% Cumulative Energy from DIANA
      noecore=60; d=6;intpoint=9;
      [Wn_dis]=Wnread(d,noecore,node,intpoint,stap,fname0); clear fname0
      Wn=zeros(1,stap);
      for dt=1:stap
        Wn(dt)=sum(abs(Wn_dis(:,dt)));
      end
      %% Damping FORCE at dampers
      d = 8; noddamp=2; [FEDYa,~]=dampdamp(d,noddamp,fname1); clear fname1
      %% Node forces Axial global
      d = 7; noe=83; [FrNX,FrNY]=nodeforce(d,noe,stap,fname4); clear fname4
      %% MAXIMUM RESPONSES
      [max_response]=max_responses(story_h,bldg_h,TrDtX,TVtX,TAtX,FrBXR,MrBZR,SXX,EIN,CSXX);
      %% clearing non-used variables
      clear d dt fix_sup intpoint noddamp node nodrot noe noecore
%      [theDman,theVman,theAman,nd,nv,na]=theXmen(nod,tDX,tVX,tAX);  %function to pick the peaks
      [~,~,~,nd,nv,na]=theXmen(nod,TrDtX,TVtX,TAtX);  %function to pick the peaks
      if length(nd)~=1;
        [nd]=manypeaks(nd,heading,TrDtX); %function to save peaks in *.dat
      end
      if length(nv)~=1;
        [nv]=manypeaks(nv,heading,TVtX); %function to save peaks in *.dat
      end
      if length(na)~=1;
        [na]=manypeaks(na,heading,TAtX); %function to save peaks in *.dat
      end
      %% Energy Distribution
[Ei,Ek,ED,Edampers,Ea,Edx,Edy,xg,time]=energy_dis(xg,time,stap,mm,TVtX,FrDX,FrDY,MrDZ,TVrZ,FrNX,FrNY,FEDYa,TVtY);
      Eh_crackcore=Eh1*1e-3; Eh=(Eh1+Eh2)*1e-3;
      % according to the elastic cat’s theory
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      if max(Eh)==0
        Es=Ea-Edampers-Edy;
        Ei_ind=Ea+Ek+Edx;
      else
        Esh=Ea-ED;
        [Eh,Es,Wn]=Eh_area(Eh,Esh,Wn);
        Ei_ind=Ek+ED+Es+Eh;
      end
      Ed=ED-Edampers;
      Eh_plast_core=sum(Ehdis2(1:1080,:))*1e-3;Eh_plast_out=sum(Ehdis2(1081:end,:))*1e-3;
      S_energyEQ(:,s_f)=[Ei(end),Ek(end),max(Ed),max(Edampers),Es(end),max(Eh),...
        max(Edx),max(Edy),max(Eh_crackcore),max(Eh_plast_core),max(Eh_plast_out),Ei_ind(end)];
      % plot normal
      figure
      plot(time,Ei) ; hold all % Relative
      plot(time,Ek) ; hold all % Relative
      plot(time,Edx) ; hold all
      plot(time,Edampers) ; hold all
      plot(time,Es) ; hold all
      plot(time,Eh) ; hold all
      h=0;
      tail=’E_dis’;lg_location=’NorthWest’; xy_label={‘time [s]’,’Energy [kN-m]’}; WH=[17.88, 11.92];       lg_
input={‘E_I_N_P_U_T’,’E_K_I_N_E_T_I_C’,’E_D_A_M_P_I_N_G’,
’E_D_A_M_P_E_R_S’,’E_S_T_R_A_I_N’,’E_H_Y_S_T_E_R_E_T_I_C’};
      save_TIFF(heading,tail,lg_input,lg_location,xy_label,WH,h); 
      % Bertero-type plot
      [l1,l2,l3,l4,l5,l6,l7]=bertero_plot(Ei_ind,Ed,Ek,Es,Edx,Eh,Eh_plast_out,time);
      if max(Eh)==0
        h=[l2 l3]; 
      else
        h=0;
      end
      tail=’BERTERO-E_dis’;lg_location=’NorthWest’; xy_label={‘time [s]’,’Energy [kN-m]’}; WH=[17.88, 11.92]; 
      lg_input={‘E_I_N_P_U_T’,’E_H_Y_S_T_E_R_E_T_I_C’,’E_H_Y_S_T_E_R_E_T_I_C_c_o_r_e’,...
        ‘E_D_A_M_P_E_R_S’,’E_D_A_M_P_I_N_G’,’E_D_A_M_P_I_N_G_c_o_r_e’,’E_E_L_A_S_T_I_C_s_t_r_a_i_n’};
      save_TIFF(heading,tail,lg_input,lg_location,xy_label,WH,h);
      % energy ratios
      damping_ratio=Ed./Ei; damping_ratio(1)=0;
      dampers_ratio=Edampers./Ei; dampers_ratio(1)=0;
      hysteretic_ratio=Eh./Ei; hysteretic_ratio(1)=0;
      Dr(:,s_f)=[damping_ratio(end);dampers_ratio(end);hysteretic_ratio(end)];
      figure; plot(time,damping_ratio,time,dampers_ratio,time,hysteretic_ratio); hold all
      tail=’E_ratios’;lg_location=’Best’; xy_label={‘time [s]’,’ ‘}; WH=[17.88, 11.92]; 
      h=0; lg_input={‘ratio E_D / E_I’,’ratio E_D_A_M_P_E_R_S / E_I’,’ratio E_H / E_I’};
      save_TIFF(heading,tail,lg_input,lg_location,xy_label,WH,h); 
      % energy ratios II
      Eddh=ED+Eh;
      damping_ratio2=Ed./Eddh; damping_ratio2(1)=0;
      dampers_ratio2=Edampers./Eddh; dampers_ratio2(1)=0;
      hysteretic_ratio2=Eh./Eddh; hysteretic_ratio2(1)=0;
      Dr2(:,s_f)=[damping_ratio2(end);dampers_ratio2(end);hysteretic_ratio2(end)];
      figure; plot(time,damping_ratio2,time,dampers_ratio2,time,hysteretic_ratio2); hold all
      tail=’E_ratios2’;lg_location=’Best’; xy_label={‘time [s]’,’ ‘}; WH=[17.88, 11.92]; 
      h=0; lg_input={‘ratio E_D / E_D+E_D_A_M_P_E_R_S+E_H’,’ratio E_D_A_M_P_E_R_S / E_D+E_D_A_M_P_E_R_
S+E_H’,’ratio E_H / E_D+E_D_A_M_P_E_R_S+E_H’};
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      save_TIFF(heading,tail,lg_input,lg_location,xy_label,WH,h); 
      %% Fast Fourier Transformation
      min_freq=0; max_freq=30; WH=[17.88, 11.92];
      fft_plotting(TVtY,TrDtX,min_freq,max_freq,freq_fact,Ts,time,heading,WH);
      min_freq=0; max_freq=5; WH=[17.88, 11.92]; heading2=[heading,’close-up’];
      fft_plotting(TVtY,TrDtX,min_freq,max_freq,freq_fact,Ts,time,heading2,WH);
      close all
      %% matrices for saving max. responses
      S_dispEQ(:,s_f)=TrDtX(nd,:)’; S_veloEQ(:,s_f)=TVtX(nv,:)’; S_acceEQ(:,s_f)=TAtX(na,:)’;
      Nd(s_f)=nd; Nv(s_f)=nv; Na(s_f)=na; 
      S_maxR(:,4*s_f-3:4*s_f)=max_response;
      %% saving data
  movefile(‘*.xls’,’P Set2rev DianaTabs’)
% end
Studies on damping ratio / outrigger location under free vibration / 
core-to-outrigger and core-to-column stiffness ratios
Only new lines are showed




% DAMPER - damper coefficient
min_dc=2.4e+7;delta_dc=7.2e+7; max_dc=6.72e8;
damp_coeff=min_dc:delta_dc:max_dc;
% COLUMN - rigidity ratio-core-to-column
h=18; b=18; t=0.75;
Icore=(b*h^3)/12-((b-2*t)*(h-2*t)^3)/12; 





























%% modify damping coefficient in DIANA input file
    for dc=1:length(damp_coeff); % inner loop for selected damper’s damping coefficient
      C=[‘   DAMP   ‘,num2str(damp_coeff(dc),’%10.5E\n’)];
      fid = fopen(‘Parametric.dat’,’r+’);
      ii=284;
      for k=1:ii-1
        fgetl(fid); 
      end
      fseek(fid, 0, ‘cof’);
      fprintf(fid,’%s\r\n’, C);
      fclose(fid);
      for rho2=1:length(As_column)
        G=[‘   RECTAN  ‘,num2str(As_column(rho2),’%10.5E\n’),’   ‘,num2str(As_column(rho2),’%10.5E\n’)];
        fid = fopen(‘Parametric.dat’,’r+’);
        ii=440; %before it was 436
        for k=1:ii-1
          fgetl(fid); 
        end
        fseek(fid, 0, ‘cof’);
        fprintf(fid,’%s\r\n’, G);
        fclose(fid);
      %% run DIANA
        command =dos(‘command.cmd’); % works inside matlab
        heading=[‘Sf’,num2str(lambda(n)*10),num2str(damp_coeff(dc),’%10.2e\n’),num2str(rho_ctc(rho2))];
        [count]=renameOUT(heading);  % changing files names
        d=6;nodes=81;modes=17;
        [eigen,mode_shape]=eigen_freq(d,nodes,modes,[heading,’eigen’]);
        S3eig_damp_rho{dc,rho2}=eigen;
        S3DtXY_damp_rho{dc,rho2}=mode_shape;
        S3_eig(dc,rho2)=eigen(1);
      end
    S3eig_lambda{n}=S3eig_damp_rho;




%%%% script prepared to run set3: CORE-zeta / OUTRIGGER-lambda/rho_out /
%%%% DAMPER-damper_coeff / COLUMN-rho_ctc
%%%% Set3b: CORE-zeta / OUTRIGGER-lambda + rho_cto / COLUMN-rho_ctc
%% VARIABLE input data
% CORE damping ratio
zeta_ratios=[1.5,2,2.5];  % damping ratios
%%% NOTE: before running this script, PAfrequency_set3b must be used to determine
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ray_damp=cell(size(S3eig_lambda));
% OUTRIGGER - locations
lambda=0.1:0.1:0.9; % set 1 shows few improvement between 0.1-0.3











  AsV=AsB; AsH=AsV;
  [BPROF(ii,:),VPROF(ii,:),HPROF(ii,:)]=RevAsTruss(AsB,AsV,AsH); % compute the profiles from cross-sectional 
areas 
end
clear AsB AsV AsH lnB lnH lnV
% COLUMN - rigidity ratio-core-to-column
rho_ctc=[1,2,2.5,3,4];



















for z=1:length(zeta_ratios);  %loop for damping ratios
  zeta=zeta_ratios(z);
  for n=1:length(lambda); % loop for selected outrigger locations
    outrigger(1:6,3)=210*lambda(n);
    outrigger(7:12,3)=210*lambda(n)+3.5;
    outrigger(13:18,3)=210*lambda(n)-3.5;
    outrigger(19:20,3)=210*lambda(n)-7;










    for rho1=1:length(rho_out)
      N{1}=’  1 NAME   BPROF’;
      N{2}=[‘   ISHAPE  ‘,num2str(BPROF(rho1,1),’%10.5E\n’),’   ‘,num2str(BPROF(rho1,2),’%10.5E\n’),’   
‘,num2str(BPROF(rho1,3),’%10.5E\n’),];
      N{3}=[‘       ‘,num2str(BPROF(rho1,4),’%10.5E\n’),’   ‘,num2str(BPROF(rho1,5),’%10.5E\n’),’   
‘,num2str(BPROF(rho1,6),’%10.5E\n’),];
      N{4}=’  2 NAME   VPROF’;
      N{5}=[‘   ISHAPE  ‘,num2str(VPROF(rho1,1),’%10.5E\n’),’   ‘,num2str(VPROF(rho1,2),’%10.5E\n’),’   
‘,num2str(VPROF(rho1,3),’%10.5E\n’),];
      N{6}=[‘       ‘,num2str(VPROF(rho1,4),’%10.5E\n’),’   ‘,num2str(VPROF(rho1,5),’%10.5E\n’),’   
‘,num2str(VPROF(rho1,6),’%10.5E\n’),];
      N{7}=’  3 NAME   HPROF’;
      N{8}=[‘   ISHAPE  ‘,num2str(HPROF(rho1,1),’%10.5E\n’),’   ‘,num2str(HPROF(rho1,2),’%10.5E\n’),’   
‘,num2str(HPROF(rho1,3),’%10.5E\n’),];
      N{9}=[‘       ‘,num2str(HPROF(rho1,4),’%10.5E\n’),’   ‘,num2str(HPROF(rho1,5),’%10.5E\n’),’   
‘,num2str(HPROF(rho1,6),’%10.5E\n’),];
      fid = fopen(‘Parametric.dat’,’r+’);
      ii=424; %
      for k=1:ii-1
        fgetl(fid); 
      end
      fseek(fid, 0, ‘cof’);
      fprintf(fid,’%s\r\n’, N{1:9});
      fclose(fid);
      P=[‘   RAYLEI  ‘,num2str(outrigger_beta(1,rho1),’%10.5E\n’),’  ‘,num2str(outrigger_
beta(2,rho1),’%10.5E\n’)];
      fid = fopen(‘Parametric.dat’,’r+’);
      ii=294; %
      for k=1:ii-1
        fgetl(fid); 
      end
      fseek(fid, 0, ‘cof’);
      fprintf(fid,’%s\r\n’, P);
      fclose(fid);




      for rho2=1:length(As_column)
        G=[‘   RECTAN  ‘,num2str(As_column(rho2),’%10.5E\n’),’   ‘,num2str(As_column(rho2),’%10.5E\n’)];
        fid = fopen(‘Parametric.dat’,’r+’);
        ii=440;
        for k=1:ii-1
          fgetl(fid); 
        end
        fseek(fid, 0, ‘cof’);
        fprintf(fid,’%s\r\n’, G);
        fclose(fid);
        %% NOW RAYLEIGH DAMPING
        w = 2*pi*S3eig_lambda{1,n}{rho1,rho2}(1:2); % NATURAL FREQUENCIES
        beta=[2*w(1)*w(2)*(zeta*0.01*w(2)-zeta*0.01*w(1))/(w(2)^2-w(1)^2)
          2*(zeta*0.01*w(2)-zeta*0.01*w(1))/(w(2)^2-w(1)^2)];
        ray_damp{1,n}{rho1,rho2}=beta;
        O=[‘   RAYLEI  ‘,num2str(beta(1),’%10.2E\n’),’ ‘,num2str(beta(2),’%10.2E\n’)];
        for jj=1:8 %because there are 8 ‘core’ material properties sections
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          fid = fopen(‘Parametric.dat’,’r+’); 
          ii=raylei_core(jj);
          for k=1:ii-1
            fgetl(fid); 
          end
          fseek(fid, 0, ‘cof’);
          fprintf(fid,’%s\r\n’, O);
          fclose(fid);
        end
        
      %% run DIANA




    end
    dlmwrite([num2str(lambda(n)*10),’-test.dat’],S3_resD,’delimiter’,’\t’,’precision’,’%.5f’) 
    S3_All{n,1}=S3_resD; S3_All{n,2}=S3_resDX; S3_All{n,3}=S3_resDH;




  for ii=1:length(S3_All)
    namefile=[num2str(zeta_ratios(z)*10),num2str(lambda(ii)*10),’rho_cto+rho_ctc’];
    for jj=1:length(S3_All(1,:))
      xlswrite([‘S3b-’,namefile,’.xlsx’],S3_All{ii,jj},jj)
    end
  end
end
Main Matlab script for running Diana time-history analyses
%%%% script prepared to run set5
%%%% Set5: Energy / Response only by EQ-scale_factor
% lateral confinement + non uniform vertical reinforcement distribution
% optimal lambda / optimal Cd
%% define parametric variables
% +loop confinement: CONF
clc,clear
tic
% earthquake ground motion
EQlevel{1}=’small’;EQlevel{2}=’moderate’;EQlevel{3}=’strong’;EQlevel{4}=’severe’;
earthquake{1}=’elcentro-270’; Ts(1)=0.0050; EQ{1}=’Ce-’; scale_factor(1,1:4)=[1.25,2.5,4,6.7]; freq_fact(1)=50; 
count(1)=10000; %scale_factor(1,1:4)=[1,2.5,4,6.7];
earthquake{2}=’NZ_Greendale-N55W’; Ts(2)=0.020; EQ{2}=’Nz-’; scale_factor(2,1:4)=[0.05,0.1,0.15,0.25]; freq_
fact(2)=240; count(2)=10000; %scale_factor(2,1:4)=[0.05,0.1,0.25,0.5];




earthquake{4}=’kobe_90’; Ts(4)=0.020; EQ{4}=’Ko-’; scale_factor(4,1:4)=[0.65,1.25,2,3.3]; freq_fact(4)=100; 
count(4)=2400;
earthquake{5}=’northridge_newhall_90’; Ts(5)=0.020; EQ{5}=’Nr-’; scale_factor(5,1:4)=[0.65,1.25,2,3.3]; freq_
fact(5)=100; count(5)=3000;
earthquake{6}=’Mexico_n90w’; Ts(6)=0.020; EQ{6}=’Mx-’; scale_factor(6,1:4)=[0.8,1.6,2.5,4]; freq_fact(6)=100; 
count(6)=9000;
earthquake{7}=’concepcion-longitudinal’; Ts(7)=0.0050; EQ{7}=’Mc-’; scale_factor(7,1:4)=[0.7,1.4,2.2,3.6]; freq_
fact(7)=100; count(7)=28000;
earthquake{8}=’elcentro-180’; Ts(8)=0.0050; EQ{8}=’Ce2-’; scale_factor(8,1:4)=[1.4,2.8,4.4,7]; freq_fact(8)=50; 
count(8)=10000; 
%% FIXED input data
% building properties
story_h=3.5; bldg_h=210;  no=61;           % number of nodes whose response is read
mm(1)=0; mm(2:61)=0.797E+08/(no-1); % linear distribution of mass per story
%% material properties - element sections VARIABLE
BPROF=[4.00000E-01   4.08000E-01   4.08000E-01 2.10000E-02   2.10000E-02   2.10000E-02];
VPROF=[4.98000E-01   4.32000E-01   4.32000E-01 7.00000E-02   7.00000E-02   4.50000E-02];
HPROF=[4.98000E-01   4.32000E-01   4.32000E-01 7.00000E-02   7.00000E-02   4.50000E-02];
[AsB,AsV,AsH]=AsTruss(BPROF,VPROF,HPROF); % function to compute cross-sectional areas of profiles
lnB=5.9; lnV=3.5; lnH=4.75;







clear BPROF VPROF HPROF lnB lnV lnH AsB AsV AsH
% Tensile / Compressive Strengths
% core non-uniform vertical reinforcement distribution
tenstr(1:6,1)=7.20000E+06; tenstr(7:12,1)=6.00000E+06; tenstr(13:18,1)=5.36000E+06; 
tenstr(19:24,1)=5.16000E+06; tenstr(25:30,1)=5.24000E+06; tenstr(31:36,1)=5.24000E+06; 
tenstr(37:42,1)=5.04000E+06; tenstr(43:48,1)=4.68000E+06; tenstr(49:54,1)=4.20000E+06; 
tenstr(55:60,1)=4.20000E+06;
tenstr(61:88,1)=3.55000E+08; 
comstr(1:60,1)=-4.30000E+07; comstr(61:88,1)=-3.55000E+08; % compressive strength core : outrigger elements
  %% storing matrices and cell arrays
  S_energyEQ=zeros(12,length(scale_factor(1,:))); % 12 energies
  Nd=zeros(1,length(scale_factor(1,:))); Nv=zeros(1,length(scale_factor(1,:))); Na=zeros(1,length(scale_
factor(1,:)));
  lg_input2=cell(1,length(scale_factor(1,:)));
  Dr=zeros(3,length(scale_factor(1,:))); Dr2=zeros(3,length(scale_factor(1,:)));  % 3 ratios
  S_maxR=zeros(10,4*length(scale_factor(1,:)));  % for storing max_response (10,4) per each EQ
%% Begin iteration 
for n_eq=1:8




%% modify earthquake ground motion levels
      for s_f=1:length(scale_factor(n_eq,:))
        [xg,time]=groundmotion(earthquake{n_eq},Ts(n_eq),scale_factor(n_eq,s_f));
        if n_eq==2
          time=time(750:end,1); xg=xg(750:end,1);
        end
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        if n_eq==3
          time=time(1000:end,1); xg=xg(1000:end,1);
        end
        if n_eq==4
          xg=xg*980; % original record is in gal units
        end
        if n_eq==7
          time=time(1:28338,1); xg=xg(1:28338,1);
        end
        S=sprintf(‘%.4f ‘,xg’);
        G=[ ‘ FACTOR ‘,cellstr(S),’ / ‘];
        fid = fopen(‘Parametric.dat’,’r+’);
        ii=492; %before it was 486
        for k=1:ii-1
          fgetl(fid); 
        end
        fseek(fid, 0, ‘cof’);
        fprintf(fid,’%s’, G{1:3});
        fclose(fid);
    %% run DIANA
        command =dos(‘command.cmd’); toc % works inside matlab
        heading=[‘S5-damped-’,num2str(scale_factor(n_eq,s_f)*100),’x’,EQ{n_eq}];
        [fname,fname0,fname1,fname2,fname3,fname4,fname5,...
          fname7,fname8,fname9,fname10,~,fname13]=renameOUT(heading);
      %% Stresses + Strains
        d = 7; node = 2; intpoint = 2; % DIANA 10 number of integration points (L7BEN has 9)
        noe = 88; % No elements whose response is retrieved FIXED = 90 (1-60:core +61-88:outrigger)
        [SXX,~,EIN,stap]=SSread(d,noe,node,intpoint,fname); clear fname
      %% CRACK Strains
        d=6; noecore = 60; % 1-60:core 
        [~,Eh_story,Eh1]=crack_strain(As,ln,tenstr,d,noecore,node,intpoint,stap,fname2); clear fname2% 
      %% Crack Energy Distribution
        if max(Eh1)~=0
          [bb,hyst_stories]=sort(Eh_story(:,end),’descend’);
          hyst_distribution=bb.*inv(sum(bb));
          hyst_dist=zeros(size(Eh_story));
          for jj=1:length(Eh_story(1,:))
            aa=sum(Eh_story(:,jj));
            for ii=1:length(Eh_story(:,1))
              if aa~=0
                hyst_dist(ii,jj)=Eh_story(ii,jj).*inv(aa);
              end
            end
          end
          figure; plot(time(1:count(n_eq)),hyst_dist);hold all; legend(num2str(hyst_stories));
          tail=’Eh_Story Distribution-AsOut’;lg_location=’NorthEast’; xy_label={‘time [s]’,’Normalized 
Hysteretic Energy’}; WH=[17.88, 5.96]; %WH=[17.88, 11.92];
          h=0; lg_input={num2str(hyst_stories(1:10))};
          save_TIFF(heading,tail,lg_input,lg_location,xy_label,WH,h);
          dlmwrite([heading,’Eh_Story Distribution.dat’],[hyst_distribution;hyst_stories],’delimiter’,’\
t’,’precision’,’%s\r\n’)
        end
      %% Plastic Strains
        d=7; noe = 88; intpoint = 9;
        [~,Ehdis2,Eh2]=Pstrain(As,ln,comstr,tenstr,d,noe,node,intpoint,stap,fname3); clear fname3
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      %% sTRESS COLUMN total
        d = 7; node = 2; intpoint = 1; noe =1; 
        [CSXX,~]=CSSread(d,noe,node,intpoint,fname13); clear fname13
      %% RESPONSES
         d = 7; nod = 81; % number of nodes whose response is retrievd 81 = DAMPED cause no-DOF supports
        [TrDtX,~,TVtX,TVtY,TAtX,~,FrDX,FrDY]=readDIANA2(d,nod,fname5,fname7); clear fname5 fname7
        fix_sup=2; nodrot=nod-fix_sup;
        [MrDZa,TVrZa]=dvrotaread2(d,nodrot,fname8); clear fname8
        TVrZ=[TVrZa;zeros(fix_sup,length(TVrZa(1,:)))];MrDZ=[MrDZa;zeros(fix_sup,length(MrDZa(1,:)))]; 
      %% FORCES
        d=7; nod2 = 3;[FrBXR,~]=baseforce(d,nod2,fname9); clear fname9
      %% MOMENTS
        d=7; [MrBZR]=basemoment(d,fname10); clear fname10
      %% Cumulative Energy from DIANA
        noecore=60; d=6;intpoint=9;
        [Wn_dis]=Wnread(d,noecore,node,intpoint,stap,fname0); clear fname0
        Wn=zeros(1,stap);
        for dt=1:stap
          Wn(dt)=sum(abs(Wn_dis(:,dt)));
        end
      %% Damping FORCE at dampers
        d = 8; noddamp=2; [FEDYa,~]=dampdamp(d,noddamp,fname1); clear fname1
      %% Node forces Axial global
        d = 7; noe=83; [FrNX,FrNY]=nodeforce(d,noe,stap,fname4); clear fname4
      %% MAXIMUM RESPONSES
        [max_response]=max_responses10(story_h,bldg_h,TrDtX,TVtX,TAtX,FrBXR,MrBZR,SXX,EIN,CSXX);
      %% clearing non-used variables
        clear d dt fix_sup intpoint noddamp node nodrot noe noecore
        [~,~,~,nd,nv,na]=theXmen(nod,TrDtX,TVtX,TAtX);  %function to pick the peaks
        if length(nd)~=1;
          [nd]=manypeaks(nd,heading,TrDtX); %function to save peaks in *.dat
        end
        if length(nv)~=1;
          [nv]=manypeaks(nv,heading,TVtX); %function to save peaks in *.dat
        end
        if length(na)~=1;
          [na]=manypeaks(na,heading,TAtX); %function to save peaks in *.dat
        end
      %% Energy Distribution
[Ei,Ek,ED,Edampers,Ea,Edx,Edy,xg,time]=energy_dis(xg,time,stap,mm,TVtX,FrDX,FrDY,MrDZ,TVrZ,FrNX,FrNY,FEDYa,TVtY);
        Eh_crackcore=Eh1*1e-3; Eh=(Eh1+Eh2)*1e-3;
      % according to the elastic cat’s theory
        if max(Eh)==0
          Es=Ea-Edampers-Edy;
          [amp,stup]=max(Es); Wn=Wn*(amp/Wn(stup));
          clear amp stup
          Es=Wn;
          Ei_ind=Ea+Ek+Edx;
          Eh_plast=0;
        else
          if Ea(end)> ED(end)
            Esh=Ea-ED;
          elseif Ea(end)> Edx(end)
            Esh=Ea-Edx;
            heading=[heading,’S5-dampedX-basedHYST-’];
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          else
            Esh=Ea-Edy;
            heading=[heading,’S5-dampedY-basedHYST-’];
          end
            [Eh,Eh_plast,Es,Wn]=Eh_plast_area(Eh1,Eh2,Esh,Wn);
            Ei_ind=Ek+ED+Es+Eh;
        end
        Ed=ED-Edampers;
        for ii=1:length(Ed);
          if Ed(ii)<0
            Ed(ii)=0;
          end
        end
        if max(Eh_plast)==0
          Eh_plast_core=0;
          Eh_plast_out=0;
        else
          Eh_plast_core=Eh_plast*max(sum(Ehdis2(1:1080,:)))/
(max(sum(Ehdis2(1:1080,:)))+max(sum(Ehdis2(1081:end,:))));
          Eh_plast_out=Eh_plast-Eh_plast_core;
        end
        S_energyEQ(:,s_f)=[Ei(end),Ek(end),max(Ed),max(Edampers),Es(end),max(Eh),...
          max(Edx),max(Edy),max(Eh_crackcore),max(Eh_plast_core),max(Eh_plast_out),Ei_ind(end)];
      % plot normal
        figure
        plot(time,Ei) ; hold all % Relative
        plot(time,Ek) ; hold all % Relative
        plot(time,Ed) ; hold all
        plot(time,Edampers) ; hold all
        plot(time,Es) ; hold all
        plot(time,Eh) ; hold all
        h=0;
        tail=’E_dis’;lg_location=’NorthWest’; xy_label={‘time [s]’,’Energy [kN-m]’}; WH=[17.88, 11.92];         
lg_input={‘E_I_N_P_U_T’,’E_K_I_N_E_T_I_C’,’E_D_A_M_P_I_N_G’,
’E_D_A_M_P_E_R_S’,’E_S_T_R_A_I_N’,’E_H_Y_S_T_E_R_E_T_I_C’};
        save_TIFF(heading,tail,lg_input,lg_location,xy_label,WH,h); 
      % Bertero-type plot
        [l1,l2,l3,l4,l5,l6,l7]=bertero_plot(Ei_ind,Ed,Ek,Es,Edx,Eh,Eh_plast_out,time);
        if max(Eh)==0
          h=[l2 l3]; 
        else
          h=0;
        end
        tail=’BERTERO-E_dis’;lg_location=’NorthWest’; xy_label={‘time [s]’,’Energy [kN-m]’}; WH=[17.88, 11.92];
        lg_input={‘E_I_N_P_U_T’,’E_H_Y_S_T_E_R_E_T_I_C’,’E_H_Y_S_T_E_R_E_T_I_C_c_o_r_e’,...
‘E_D_A_M_P_E_R_S’,’E_D_A_M_P_I_N_G’,’E_D_A_M_P_I_N_G_c_o_r_e’,’E_E_L_A_S_T_I_C_s_t_r_a_i_n’};
        save_TIFF(heading,tail,lg_input,lg_location,xy_label,WH,h);
      % energy ratios
        damping_ratio=Ed./Ei; damping_ratio(1)=0;
        dampers_ratio=Edampers./Ei; dampers_ratio(1)=0;
        hysteretic_ratio=Eh./Ei; hysteretic_ratio(1)=0;
        Dr(:,s_f)=[damping_ratio(end);dampers_ratio(end);hysteretic_ratio(end)];
        figure; plot(time,damping_ratio,time,dampers_ratio,time,hysteretic_ratio); hold all
        tail=’E_ratios’;lg_location=’Best’; xy_label={‘time [s]’,’ ‘}; WH=[17.88, 11.92]; %WH=[17.88, 11.92];
        h=0; lg_input={‘ratio E_D / E_I’,’ratio E_D_A_M_P_E_R_S / E_I’,’ratio E_H / E_I’};
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        save_TIFF(heading,tail,lg_input,lg_location,xy_label,WH,h); 
      % energy ratios II
        Eddh=ED+Eh;
        damping_ratio2=Ed./Eddh; damping_ratio2(1)=0;
        dampers_ratio2=Edampers./Eddh; dampers_ratio2(1)=0;
        hysteretic_ratio2=Eh./Eddh; hysteretic_ratio2(1)=0;
        Dr2(:,s_f)=[damping_ratio2(end);dampers_ratio2(end);hysteretic_ratio2(end)];
        figure; plot(time,damping_ratio2,time,dampers_ratio2,time,hysteretic_ratio2); hold all
        tail=’E_ratios2’;lg_location=’Best’; xy_label={‘time [s]’,’ ‘}; WH=[17.88, 11.92]; 
        h=0; lg_input={‘ratio E_D / E_D+E_D_A_M_P_E_R_S+E_H’,’ratio E_D_A_M_P_E_R_S / E_D+E_D_A_M_P_E_R_
S+E_H’,’ratio E_H / E_D+E_D_A_M_P_E_R_S+E_H’};
        save_TIFF(heading,tail,lg_input,lg_location,xy_label,WH,h); 
      %% Fast Fourier Transformation
        min_freq=0; max_freq=30; WH=[17.88, 11.92];
        fft_plotting(TVtY,TrDtX,min_freq,max_freq,freq_fact,Ts(n_eq),time,heading,WH);
        min_freq=0; max_freq=5; WH=[17.88, 11.92]; heading2=[heading,’close-up’];
        fft_plotting(TVtY,TrDtX,min_freq,max_freq,freq_fact,Ts(n_eq),time,heading2,WH);
        close all
      %% matrices for saving max. responses
        S_dispEQ(:,s_f)=TrDtX(nd,:)’; S_veloEQ(:,s_f)=TVtX(nv,:)’; S_acceEQ(:,s_f)=TAtX(na,:)’;
        Nd(s_f)=nd; Nv(s_f)=nv; Na(s_f)=na; 
        S_maxR(:,4*s_f-3:4*s_f)=max_response;
      %% saving data
        df_name=[‘S5-’,EQ{n_eq},EQlevel{s_f}];
        save(df_name)














































































































































































































Peak inter-storey drift response locations
STOREY TIME (S)
EQ \ EQ LEVEL Small Moderate Strong Severe Small Moderate Strong Severe
Izmit-Kocaeli 59 59 58 59 9.9 9.9 9.9 10.0
Michoacan 58 58 60 53 60.1 60.1 60.1 60.1
El Centro - 270 59 57 59 59 9.9 9.9 9.9 13.6
El Maule 58 59 60 57 14.5 14.5 14.5 22.4
Northridge 59 59 58 57 7.7 7.8 7.7 7.8
New Zealand 57 57 58 59 16.6 16.6 16.6 17.2
Kobe 58 58 60 60 9.0 9.0 9.1 9.1
El Centro - 180 59 58 60 56 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.8
TABLE APP.E.1  Peak inter-storey drift response locations - Single Damped Outrigger
STOREY TIME (S)
EQ \ EQ LEVELS Small Moderate Strong Severe Small Moderate Strong Severe
Izmit-Kocaeli 58 60 59 57 9.9 9.9 9.9 10.0
Michoacan 59 60 59 57 60.1 60.1 60.1 58.9
El Centro - 270 59 55 59 60 9.9 9.9 9.9 13.5
El Maule 58 60 59 58 14.5 14.5 14.5 22.4
Northridge 60 60 60 60 7.8 7.7 7.7 7.8
New Zealand 60 59 55 59 16.6 16.6 16.6 17.1
Kobe 57 58 57 58 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.1
El Centro - 180 59 56 58 59 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.8
TABLE APP.E.2  Peak inter-storey drift response locations - Double Damped Outrigger
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STOREY TIME (S)
EQ \ EQ LEVELS Small Moderate Strong Severe Small Moderate Strong Severe
Izmit-Kocaeli 60 57 60 59 9.8 9.9 9.9 10.0
Michoacan 58 58 56 54 60.1 60.1 60.1 59.0
El Centro - 270 60 55 59 59 9.9 9.9 10.0 13.5
El Maule 60 60 59 59 14.5 14.5 14.5 22.4
Northridge 58 57 59 57 7.8 7.8 7.7 7.8
New Zealand 59 56 58 60 14.5 14.5 16.6 17.2
Kobe 58 60 56 58 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.1
El Centro - 180 58 59 60 56 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.8
TABLE APP.E.3  Peak inter-storey drift response locations - Combined Damped + Fixed Outrigger





EQ \ EQ LEVELS Small Moderate Strong Severe Small Moderate Strong Severe
Izmit-Kocaeli 61 61 61 61 12.0 12.0 12.0 10.0
Michoacan 61 61 61 61 58.8 58.8 58.8 58.8
El Centro - 270 61 61 61 61 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.7
El Maule 61 61 61 61 14.9 14.9 14.9 20.6
Northridge 61 61 61 61 5.7 5.7 5.7 5.7
New Zealand 61 61 61 61 9.8 9.8 0.0 9.8
Kobe 61 61 32 32 9.9 9.9 8.6 8.6





EQ \ EQ LEVELS Small Moderate Strong Severe Small Moderate Strong Severe
Izmit-Kocaeli 61 61 61 61 11.9 11.9 12.0 10.0
Michoacan 61 61 61 61 58.8 58.8 58.8 58.8
El Centro - 270 61 61 61 61 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.7
El Maule 61 61 61 61 14.9 14.9 14.9 14.9
Northridge 61 61 61 61 5.7 5.7 5.7 5.7
New Zealand 61 61 61 61 9.8 9.8 9.8 9.9
Kobe 61 61 32 32 8.7 8.7 8.6 8.6
El Centro - 180 61 61 61 61 4.1 4.1 4.1 4.2
TABLE APP.E.5  Peak acceleration response locations - Double Damped Outrigger
NODE TIME (S)
EQ \ EQ levels Small Moderate Strong Severe Small Moderate Strong Severe
Izmit-Kocaeli 61 61 61 61 12.0 12.0 12.0 10.0
Michoacan 61 61 61 61 58.8 58.8 58.8 58.8
El Centro - 270 61 61 61 61 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.7
El Maule 61 61 61 61 14.9 14.9 14.9 20.6
Northridge 61 61 61 61 5.7 5.7 5.7 5.7
New Zealand 61 61 61 61 9.8 9.8 9.8 9.8
Kobe 61 61 32 32 8.7 8.7 8.6 8.6
El Centro - 180 61 61 61 61 4.1 4.1 4.1 4.2
TABLE APP.E.6  Peak acceleration response locations - Combined Damped + Fixed Outrigger
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Distribution of peak levels of stress in outrigger and core elements
T and C are tensile and compressive stress, respectively.
EQ LEVELS SMALL MODERATE STRONG SEVERE
EQ T C T C T C T C
Izmit-Kocaeli 67 66 67 66 66 66 66 82
Michoacan 66 67 66 67 67 67 67 85
El Centro - 270 67 66 67 66 66 82 67 85
El Maule 67 66 67 66 67 66 67 67
Northridge 67 66 67 66 67 66 66 66
New Zealand 66 67 66 67 66 67 66 82
Kobe 66 67 66 66 67 67 66 67
El Centro - 180 66 67 66 67 67 67 66 82
TABLE APP.E.7  Distribution of peak stress levels in the outrigger elements - Single Damped Outrigger
EQ LEVELS SMALL MODERATE STRONG SEVERE
EQ T C T C T C T C
Izmit-Kocaeli 80 80 80 66 80 66 74 82
Michoacan 80 74 80 74 80 74 80 74
El Centro - 270 80 74 80 74 80 74 66 80
El Maule 74 80 74 80 74 80 80 74
Northridge 74 80 74 80 74 74 80 74
New Zealand 80 74 80 74 80 67 74 66
Kobe 70 71 70 71 74 80 71 70





EQ LEVELS SMALL MODERATE STRONG SEVERE
EQ T C T C T C T C
Izmit-Kocaeli 80 74 80 74 74 74 74 82
Michoacan 80 74 80 74 80 74 80 74
El Centro - 270 80 74 80 74 80 74 80 74
El Maule 74 80 74 80 74 80 80 74
Northridge 80 74 80 74 80 74 80 74
New Zealand 74 74 74 80 74 74 74 74
Kobe 71 70 71 70 71 74 71 88
El Centro - 180 71 70 71 70 71 80 74 74
TABLE APP.E.9  Distribution of peak stress levels in the outrigger elements - Combined Damped + Fixed Outrigger
SINGLE DOUBLE COMBINED
EQ LEVELS Strong Severe Strong Severe Strong Severe
EQ T C T C T C T C T C T C
Izmit-Kocaeli 5 1 6 1 4 1 6 1 4 1 6 1
Michoacan 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
El Centro - 270 6 1 6 1 5 1 6 1 6 1 6 1
El Maule 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Northridge 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
New Zealand 1 1 6 1 1 1 6 1 1 1 6 1
Kobe 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
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Storey shear and overturning moment envelopes
SINGLE DOUBLE COMBINED
STOREY V [kN] OTM [kNm] V [kN] OTM [kNm] V [kN] OTM [kNm]
1 - 6 7.55E+04 2.09E+05 5.65E+04 1.56E+05 5.88E+04 1.63E+05
7 7.39E+04 2.05E+05 5.53E+04 1.54E+05 5.76E+04 1.60E+05
8 7.23E+04 2.02E+05 5.41E+04 1.51E+05 5.63E+04 1.57E+05
9 7.07E+04 1.98E+05 5.30E+04 1.49E+05 5.51E+04 1.55E+05
10 6.92E+04 1.95E+05 5.18E+04 1.46E+05 5.39E+04 1.52E+05
11 6.76E+04 1.91E+05 5.06E+04 1.43E+05 5.27E+04 1.49E+05
12 6.60E+04 1.88E+05 4.94E+04 1.41E+05 5.14E+04 1.46E+05
13 6.45E+04 1.84E+05 4.83E+04 1.38E+05 5.02E+04 1.44E+05
14 6.29E+04 1.81E+05 4.71E+04 1.36E+05 4.90E+04 1.41E+05
15 6.13E+04 1.78E+05 4.59E+04 1.33E+05 4.78E+04 1.38E+05
16 5.97E+04 1.74E+05 4.47E+04 1.30E+05 4.65E+04 1.36E+05
17 5.82E+04 1.71E+05 4.35E+04 1.28E+05 4.53E+04 1.33E+05
18 5.66E+04 1.67E+05 4.24E+04 1.25E+05 4.41E+04 1.30E+05
19 5.50E+04 1.64E+05 4.12E+04 1.22E+05 4.29E+04 1.27E+05
20 5.35E+04 1.60E+05 4.00E+04 1.20E+05 4.16E+04 1.25E+05
21 5.19E+04 1.57E+05 3.88E+04 1.17E+05 4.04E+04 1.22E+05
22 5.03E+04 1.53E+05 3.77E+04 1.15E+05 3.92E+04 1.19E+05
23 4.87E+04 1.50E+05 3.65E+04 1.12E+05 3.80E+04 1.17E+05
24 4.72E+04 1.46E+05 3.53E+04 1.09E+05 3.67E+04 1.14E+05
25 4.56E+04 1.43E+05 3.41E+04 1.07E+05 3.55E+04 1.11E+05
26 4.40E+04 1.39E+05 3.30E+04 1.04E+05 3.43E+04 1.08E+05
27 4.24E+04 1.36E+05 3.18E+04 1.02E+05 3.31E+04 1.06E+05
28 4.09E+04 1.32E+05 3.06E+04 9.90E+04 3.18E+04 1.03E+05
29 3.93E+04 1.29E+05 2.94E+04 9.64E+04 3.06E+04 1.00E+05
30 3.77E+04 1.25E+05 2.82E+04 9.38E+04 2.94E+04 9.76E+04
31 3.77E+04 1.10E+05 2.82E+04 8.23E+04 2.94E+04 8.56E+04
32 3.77E+04 1.06E+05 2.82E+04 7.97E+04 2.94E+04 8.29E+04
33 3.77E+04 1.03E+05 2.82E+04 7.71E+04 2.94E+04 8.02E+04
34 3.77E+04 9.94E+04 2.82E+04 7.45E+04 2.94E+04 7.75E+04
35 3.77E+04 9.60E+04 2.82E+04 7.18E+04 2.94E+04 7.48E+04
36 3.77E+04 9.25E+04 2.82E+04 6.92E+04 2.94E+04 7.21E+04
37 3.77E+04 8.90E+04 2.82E+04 6.66E+04 2.94E+04 6.94E+04





STOREY V [kN] OTM [kNm] V [kN] OTM [kNm] V [kN] OTM [kNm]
39 3.77E+04 8.20E+04 2.82E+04 6.14E+04 2.94E+04 6.39E+04
40 3.77E+04 7.86E+04 2.82E+04 5.88E+04 2.94E+04 6.12E+04
41 3.77E+04 7.51E+04 2.82E+04 5.62E+04 2.94E+04 5.85E+04
42 3.77E+04 7.16E+04 2.82E+04 5.36E+04 2.94E+04 5.58E+04
43 3.77E+04 6.81E+04 2.82E+04 5.10E+04 2.94E+04 5.31E+04
44 3.77E+04 6.46E+04 2.82E+04 4.84E+04 2.94E+04 5.04E+04
45 3.77E+04 6.12E+04 2.82E+04 4.58E+04 2.94E+04 4.77E+04
46 3.77E+04 5.77E+04 2.82E+04 4.32E+04 2.94E+04 4.49E+04
47 3.77E+04 5.42E+04 2.82E+04 4.06E+04 2.94E+04 4.22E+04
48 3.77E+04 5.07E+04 2.82E+04 3.80E+04 2.94E+04 3.95E+04
49 3.77E+04 4.72E+04 2.82E+04 3.54E+04 2.94E+04 3.68E+04
50 3.77E+04 4.38E+04 2.82E+04 3.28E+04 2.94E+04 3.41E+04
51 3.77E+04 4.03E+04 2.82E+04 3.02E+04 2.94E+04 3.14E+04
52 3.77E+04 3.68E+04 2.82E+04 2.75E+04 2.94E+04 2.87E+04
53 3.77E+04 3.33E+04 2.82E+04 2.49E+04 2.94E+04 2.60E+04
54 3.77E+04 2.98E+04 2.82E+04 2.23E+04 2.94E+04 2.32E+04
55 3.77E+04 2.64E+04 2.82E+04 1.97E+04 2.94E+04 2.05E+04
56 3.77E+04 2.29E+04 2.82E+04 1.71E+04 2.94E+04 1.78E+04
57 3.77E+04 1.94E+04 2.82E+04 1.45E+04 2.94E+04 1.51E+04
58 3.77E+04 1.59E+04 2.82E+04 1.19E+04 2.94E+04 1.24E+04
59 3.77E+04 1.24E+04 2.82E+04 9.31E+03 2.94E+04 9.69E+03
60 3.77E+04 8.95E+03 2.82E+04 6.70E+03 2.94E+04 6.97E+03
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